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How to Make A Seattle Streets Quilt 

 

 

 

STEP 1:  Understanding why this works with any size block and any strip width 

 

This quilt was designed as a "Stashbuster" quilt to help people quickly use up fabric on 

hand, so I wanted it to be as flexible as possible. The block works in any size and with any 

width of strips because when you add 1" of "leading" fabric (in this case the black fabric), 

you're also subtracting one inch of seam allowance. Because of this, the width of what 

you’re working on will always be the sum of the starting widths of your colored fabric, not 

adding or subtracting anything for seam allowance.   

This strip set on the next page measures 7" -- the same as the original width of the two 

strips: 3"+4"=7". If my "Magic Number" were 7", I would be done with this strip set. 

 

What's a "Magic Number"? you ask. Simple: It's your block size. It's also the number that 

the widths of all of your colored fabrics in a strip set or block need to add up to, again, not 

adding or subtracting anything for seam allowance. (Very important!) 

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_32qDepoFuYA/S1TaJXXo_VI/AAAAAAAAAis/lTN-SU_TFZ8/s1600-h/finished+quilt+full.jpg
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See?  This is 7” across, the same width as the two original colored strips added together. 

Step 2: Pick out your fabrics 

 

You'll get slightly less than two 12" blocks from each fat quarter (assuming usable area of 

16"x20"). For this quilt, Colored Fabrics: My 60 x 72 quilt (30 square feet) took about 15 

1/2 fat quarters. Allow slightly MORE than one fat quarter per two square feet of quilt. 

(Since fabric widths seem to be shrinking these days, be sure to round up! If you run short, 

this is a hard quilt to create just one block for!)  

Black leading fabric: I recommend buying "leading" length at least slightly more than the 

finished width of the quilt so you can cut joining strips with no seams. I like black Kona 

Cotton. 2 1/4 yards of black Kona cotton was just enough for this quilt. I had a little left over, 

but it wouldn't have been enough for borders or binding. That’s about 60% of the amount of 

colored fabric. This is just a guideline. If you use lots of narrow strips, you’ll use more. Lots 

of wiide strips?  You’ll use less. 

 

Since the colored fabrics never touch, you have more flexibility in your combinations than in 

a regular quilt, so get creative! Pick fabrics you like together.  
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Step 3: Cut the strips 

First, decide on your block size (i.e. your “Magic Number.”) You can use any size block, 

provided you have the rulers big enough to square them. I’ve done this quilt in both 12” and 

15” blocks, and both work well.  

Fifteen-inch blocks with wide strips (lots of 4”, 5” and 6”) are especially effective for those 

“need to get it done” quilts – they whip up quickly and eat up fabric by the armload.  They’re 

also great to show off novelty prints. Smaller blocks and strips, on the other hand, can give 

your quilt a little more visual interest. Either way, you’ll end up with a nice quilt. 

Next, decide on your finished quilt size, which will (obviously) be a multiple of your block 

size, plus borders.  Then cut the joining strips -- the width-of-quilt strips of "leading" that will 

join the rows. ALL black or "leading" strips need to be 1" wide. (VERY important -- the quilt 

works with any width of colored fabric strips, but it won't work with any other size leading 

strip.)  

 

For width-of-quilt black strips, you'll need (#rows - 1). My quilt will have six rows, so I'll need 

five. (Of course I couldn't count when I took the photo, so imagine here that I have five 

strips set aside instead of four.) If you're cutting border fabric from the black, now's a good 

time. Ditto for binding. 

 

To make piecing faster, I just cut up all the rest of the 2 yards of black in 1" strips, cutting 

along the length of fabric so I can chain piece. Be sure to re-square periodically as you're 

cutting to avoid dog-legs at the folds. 
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Now the fun part. Cut your colored fabric into strips that add easily to your "Magic Number" 

(block size.) For this quilt, with a 12” block size, I went with 3",4", and 5" strips. Most blocks 

will be 3+4+5 = 12, but some will be 4+4+4, or 3+3+3+3, etc., so I cut more 4" and 3" than 

5". (I'm working on specific numbers for various-sized quilts and appreciate your patience. 

For now, be flexible and prepared to occasionally, say, chop a 5" strip into 3" and 2" as 

needed.) Don’t be wedded to these sizes, though. The more variety, the better! 

 

Because these fat quarters were from the same purchase and were ordered as a collection 

online, they're almost exactly the same size.  This made it easy to cut them all the same 

length: along the long side or approximately 21-ish" or so. If you're using scraps or random 

fq's, you'll need to be more creative. 

 

These are my piles o'strips: 3" on the top, 5" on the right, 4" on the left. 
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Step 4: Sewing leading onto colored strips 

 

Set your seam width to a scant 1/4". Take one long piece of "leading" fabric and one 

colored strip and sew together. Chain piece along the length of the black fabric. My 72" 

black strips held three 21-ish" colored strips apiece. 

 

 

Repeat for slightly less than 1/3 of your strips. I ended up with 59 strips, so I started by 

adding leading to 17 of them. 17 x 3 is 51, so I'll have eight left over for any strip sets 

needing more than three. UPDATE: 15 1/2 fat quarters were enough for 18 12-inch strip 

sets.  

 

(Believe it or not, that raggedy piece of moleskin seam guide was new two days ago!) 
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Step 5: Add your next piece of colored fabric 

 

Finger press your seams to one side and clip the "leading" to the same length as the 

colored fabric. (You can press here if you like but you don't need to, and the narrow fabric 

means my fingers get burned if I try.) Pick a second fabric for each strip that looks good 

next to the first and piece together. When you're done it will look like this: 
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Step 6: Has your strip set reached its magic number? If so, move onto step 7. If not, 

add another leading strip to either colored fabric. 

 

 

 

 

Then another colored fabric, until you reach your Magic Number (measured with colored -- 

not leading -- strips on both sides. That’s important.) Your finished strip set will look 

something like this for a 12" “Magic Number”: 
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Step 7: Cut the strip sets for your first block 

 

Press strip sets, pressing seams toward the black. (They should almost but not quite meet 

in the center.) Then pick the strip sets you want in your first block. Square the ends of your 

strip sets, then cut strip sets in widths that add up to your Magic Number. I chose three strip 

sets and cut widths of 3", 4" and 5". 

 

(You can do this for multiple blocks at a time so you can chain piece. Resquare frequently, 

using the black leading strip seams -- not the edge of the fabrics -- as a guideline for your 

straight cuts.) 

 

I ended up cutting most of my strip sets in 3", 4" and 5" strips, but I did throw in maybe 10 2" 

strips for visual interest. 
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Step 8: Join the strip sets with leading strips like you did with the fabric strips. 

 

I like to piece with the strip sets on top, black on the bottom so I can keep the seams going 

in the right direction. 
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Step 9: Alternate strip sets and leading until you reach your magic number, et voilà! 

You are done with your first block!  (Use your square ruler to square it up.) 

 

 

 

Step 10: Repeat until you have enough blocks for your quilt, then use them to create 

a block arrangement you like. 

 

Arrange the blocks in a way that looks good to you. (Having some of the width-of-block 

leading going vertically and some horizontally adds visual interest. In my quilts, I alternate 

vertical and horizontal. The block photo directly above has a vertical orientation; if it were 

rotated a quarter turn, it would be horizontal.) Join blocks into rows with leading strips 

between them, just like you joined the strip set pieces to each other, then join rows the 

same way with the long strips you set aside earlier. Pin carefully to align the blocks in one 

row to the next.  (The only time I pin this quilt is when I join completed rows.) Add borders if 

you like, and quilt as desired.   
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Note about quilting:  Because there’s so much contrast between the colors and the black, 

I’ve discovered that a simple quilting pattern with a very fine, medium-tone thread like 

Superior Bottom Line works best (for me at least) because the fine thread doesn’t draw the 

eye away from the piecing. 

Quilting example, done with light turquoise Bottom Line thread:   

 

 

Alternate coloring with batiks, hand-dyes and tone-on-tones, 12” blocks, 84”x 96” 

This was the first quilt top I made with this pattern.  I made it by pulling every fabric from my 

stash that reminded me of sunset. I called it “Seattle Streets” because it made me think of 

looking out from a high office tower at all the streets and buildings in the city. 
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Alternate coloring #2, with Christmas prints.  (15” blocks, final size 60 x 75) 

 

 

This is a copyrighted pattern made available to you free of charge. Like it? I'd be honored if 

you'd use the money you'd spend on the pattern otherwise to make a donation to an 

organization to help others.  Or you can make them a quilt! 

 

Feel free to enjoy, share, teach classes, or sell finished products using this pattern, but 

please don't sell it as your own or try to profit from it otherwise. I'd also appreciate credit 

where possible, especially by using the name, Seattle Streets, whenever you write 

something about your quilt.  And PLEASE do not market classes or anything from this 

pattern under any name other than Seattle Streets. Since I gave away the pattern for free, 

the name is all I have and the only way I can keep track of where it ends up! Thanks so 

much! 

 

I'd love to receive photos of your finished quilts using the pattern. Email them to me at 

eastsidequilter[at]aol[dot]com. That's also where you can send any questions. 

 

 

Enjoy! 

Laurie Biethan 


